
Having a proven and powerful American-made air
purification system protecting our U.S. Air Force members
stationed in San Antonio, TX just may be the perfect
partnership. ISO-Aire is proud to have recently installed
our commercial-grade clean air technology solution at the
U.S. Air Force Lackland Air Force Base. Our customer
chose the powerful RSF500UVI system equipped with
three layers of proven air purification technology including
a 12-inch HEPA filter, ozone-free bipolar ionization, and
UVC sterilization. When combined the components inside
ISO-Aire help capture and destroy 99.99% of harmful
indoor contaminants and air pollutants such as viruses,
bacteria, mold, dust, smoke, VOCs, and pollen. 

There were two major factors that prompted SMSgt
McCoy to choose ISO-Aire. "The units were recommended
by another organization, and the installation was easy,"
explained SMSgt McCoy, Superintendent, USAF. ISO-Aire
purifies one of the largest rooms on the base that houses
approximately 30 personnel. 

Born out of a response to protect communities from the
Coronavirus, ISO-Aire delivers proven mitigation strategies
that exceed the minimum requirements for indoor air
quality established by ASHRAE and the Centers for
Disease Control. Easy-to-install and maintain, ISO-Aire in-
space solutions are helping to purify the air and protect
occupants on U.S. military bases as well as in schools,
restaurants, fitness studios, senior living centers, day care
facilities, churches, and more.

"We are incredibly honored and proud to support the U.S.
Air Force by delivering a sound and proven clean air
solution that will protect our servicemen and
servicewomen 24/7," said Chuck Albers, ISO-Aire
developer and president of sister company Ducts & Cleats.
ISO-Aire is manufactured with U.S. components at its
manufacturing facility in St. Paul, Minn. 
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HEPA (99.99% to
.3 microns)

Three Layers of Proven Clean Air Protection

Ozone-free bipolar 
ionization

ISO-Aire can be seamlessly installed in almost any commercial space
configuration from office buildings to churches to preschools. Plug
ISO-Aire into a standard electrical outlet, turn the unit on, and it
immediately begins purifying the indoor air. Our RSF500UVI system,
installed at Lackland Air Force Base, offers three layers of unmatched
medical-grade filtration to capture and destroy 99.99% of harmful
pathogens and microscopic indoor air contaminants including mold,
pollen, dust, VOCs, and smoke. 
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